The shape of novel objects contributes to shared impressions
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How do people share impressions of novel objects, and is this even possible? We tested whether the shape of novel 3-D objects can lead to similar impressions across people. To do this, we introduced a technique for manipulating highly complex shapes and measured four types of evaluative impressions (approachable, dangerous, beautiful, likable). Because relatively little is understood regarding how people form impressions of novel objects, we first sought to confirm the reliability of this behavior by examining how similar impressions are for an individual asked to re-evaluate the stimuli (i.e., impression consistency). To situate the magnitude of reliability, we compared novel objects to faces—familiar and extensively studied stimuli. Impression consistency was always present for both types of stimuli and comparable across all evaluations. Second, and more importantly, we tested how similar impressions are across people (i.e., impression consensus). Impression consensus was always present for faces, but not always for novel objects. In Study 2 we examined a greater diversity of shapes and replicated the findings of Study 1 for novel objects. The findings suggest that impression consensus for novel objects only emerges when certain types of shapes and evaluations map together. When such mapping is possible, impressions are isomorphic with the parametrized shapes.

General introduction

People constantly encounter objects they have not seen before. Despite the frequency of these events, it remains unclear how people form impressions of novel objects. Whether it be window-shopping or gallivanting through a museum without much thought, people can easily dismiss most objects in view and gravitate to just a few. One possibility is that the shape of these objects affects their nascent impression. From prior research on perceptual categorization, it is known that people are meaningfully sensitive to nuanced shape differences (e.g., Folstein, Palmeri, & Gauthier, 2013; Freedman, Riesenuher, Poggio, & Miller, 2003; Goldstone & Styvers, 2001). Yet few publications have directly examined the effects of shapes on impressions, and even fewer using novel and abstract objects: rectangular width-to-length ratio (e.g., McManus, 1980), radial frequency (Chen, Huang, Woods, & Spence, 2016), and curviness (Amir, Biederman, & Hayworth, 2011; Bar & Neta, 2006; Bertamini, Palumbo, Gheorghes, & Galatsidas, 2016; Gómez-Puerto, Munar, & Nadal, 2016). The limited differences in which shapes have been explored in prior research could be due to two reasons: a lack of algorithms for systematically manipulating the shape of novel objects, or difficulty defining meaningful metrics by which to manipulate shapes (Phillips, Norman, & Beers, 2010; Wilkinson, Wilson, & Habak, 1998). For example, curviness is sometimes operationalized as being the opposite of straight, whereas other times it is the opposite of sharp or angular (Gómez-Puerto et al., 2016). Cognizant of these issues, we introduce a new technique for generating stimuli and revisit the general question of whether shapes influence impressions of an object without preconceptions of what constitutes meaningful shape differences.

Studying the effects of an object’s shape on impressions is difficult because the moment a person knows that an object is present, semantic information is already available (Grill-Spector & Kanwisher, 2005). To focus on the possible effects of shapes themselves, we test abstract objects, because any associations to them are presumably random across the population. Crucially, these objects are unique in that they also maintain parametric relationships across their differing shapes. Thus, if shapes have a systematic and knowable role in the formation of a novel object’s impression, we should be able to observe shape differences being isomorphic with impression differences.

We test the reliability of shape’s effect on impressions by analyzing impression consistency and impression consensus. Impression consistency (i.e., intrarater agreement, test–retest reliability) signifies the extent to which individuals form the same impression upon re-
evaluation. Impression consensus (i.e., cross-observer agreement, interrater reliability) signifies the extent to which impressions are similar across people. Statistically, impression consistency is a precondition for impression consensus. Conceptually, whereas impression consistency captures the reliability of the subjective experience of stimuli, impression consensus captures the reliability of the shared experience across the population. Consistency and consensus can be used to model the contributions of subjective (i.e., private taste, individual preference) and objective (i.e., shared taste, common preference) evaluations to impressions (Germine et al., 2015; Hönkepp, 2006).

To produce our stimuli, we manipulated 3-D shapes through parametric algorithms using a method called procedural generation (for an overview, see Krispel, Schinko, & Ullrich, 2015). A single parametric algorithm generates a shape family of objects per inputted values. The resulting objects share relatable shapes. Just as genetic siblings appear relatively similar and yet different, objects belonging to the same shape family appear similar and yet different. While there have been previously published novel object families, such as “greebles” (Gauthier, Williams, Tarr, & Tanaka, 1998) and “fribbles” (Williams & Simons, 2000), the shape families we introduce here are different in that they can be defined within a continuous parametric space. These objects therefore afford a unique opportunity to test whether the impressions of complex novel objects are predictable given the parametric values defining their shape.

We also test impressions of faces to situate the reliability of object impressions. People form consistent impressions of faces, and different people largely agree (i.e., consensus) on these impressions (for a review, see Todorov, Olivola, Dotsch, & Mende-Siedlecki, 2015). First impressions of faces can be codified in terms of how trustworthy (i.e., valence of evaluation) and dominant they seem (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov, Said, Engell, & Oosterhof, 2008), as well as how attractive they are (Sutherland et al., 2013). Evaluations of trustworthiness and dominance are related to judgments of both approachability and danger (Todorov et al., 2008; Todorov & Duchaine, 2008).

In contrast to the literature on impressions of faces, the literature on impressions of novel objects is fragmented and unclear. For example, Duckworth, Bargh, Garcia, and Chaiken (2002) have observed that people consistently react to approach or avoid novel stimuli. However, recent studies have not observed strong impression consensus among preferences for novel and abstract images (Rodway, Kirkham, Schepman, Lambert, & Locke, 2016; Vessel & Rubin, 2010). Taken together, prior literature makes it uncertain whether shapes reliably affect impressions of novel objects. We build upon prior research by measuring four impressions that are applicable to both faces and novel objects: approachable, beautiful, dangerous, and likable. Approachable and dangerous relate to approach and avoidance behavior. Beautiful and likable relate to aesthetics and preferences.

In Study 1, we first verify the possibility that different people can independently come to share the same impressions of novel objects. We do so by probing the reliability of impressions in terms of consistency and consensus. Conceptually, this phenomenon would be similar to when random people share impressions of strangers. Therefore, pictures of faces were included in the design of Study 1 to compare the reliability of impressions from novel objects versus people. After verifying that people can share impressions of novel objects, it was possible to test whether the objects’ shapes are a contributing factor. To the extent that impression consensus forms, we expected the underlying shape parameters to be predictive of impressions. The results of Study 1 confirmed that shapes affect impressions. However, a greater variety of shapes should have been tested. Based on Study 1 alone, it could not be ascertained whether impression consensus emerges for only some evaluations, like dangerousness, or emerges when specific shapes map to specific evaluations. In Study 2, we therefore included two additional shape families and focused on impressions of beauty and dangerousness, because they yielded the lowest and highest levels of impression consensus in Study 1. We observed that impression consensus varied as a function of both the type of evaluation and the type of shape family. Together, these studies demonstrate that people can share impressions of objects they have not seen before when the shape of the object maps to a specific evaluation.

**Study 1**

**Introduction**

We started with a single family of novel objects, referred to as *family x*. First we tested whether participants would evaluate the novel stimuli consistently across time. To assess this, we asked participants to report their impression of each stimulus 10 times (the stimuli were presented in 10 different blocks). If participants are consistent, their evaluations will be positively correlated; moreover, these correlations should be detectable in the first two blocks of evaluation. We also expected that the first evaluations would predict the last evaluations. To the extent that these hypotheses are confirmed, the consistency in evaluation could be attributed to the effect of shapes on...
first impressions rather than to an effect of learning the shapes over the course of the experiment. Second, we tested whether impression consensus would emerge across the four types of evaluation: approachability, beauty, dangerousness, and likability. We compared impressions of novel objects to impressions of faces. Finally, we expected that the consensus among impressions of novel objects would be isomorphic with the underlying shape parameters, which relate each object from family $x$. In other words, we sought to demonstrate that different people can come to share the same impression of a novel abstract object because of its shape.

**Method**

**Participants**

One hundred eighty-eight volunteers from Princeton University and the neighboring community participated in this study. Volunteers from the community were monetarily compensated, while students were compensated with course credit. Among the objects, 25 participants were assigned to each of four evaluations. Among the faces, the participants were assigned to different evaluations as follows: approachable = 27, beautiful = 19, dangerous = 21, likable = 21; the uneven assignment was due to a notation error in the random-assignment process. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the participants had seen the stimuli prior to their participation.

**Object stimuli**

The set of novel objects used in this study, family $x$, were procedurally generated using an algorithm housing two parameters we refer to as points and flux. These particular shape parameters were selected because the resulting objects did not appear like anything in particular (we later verified the assumption of abstractness and novelty; see the Method section of Study 2). Within this algorithm, points dictate the number of distal projections (3–100) and flux dictates the surface acceleration around these projections (ranging from quick, $1/\lambda^{1.00}$, to slow, $1/\lambda^{4.00}$). Sixty-six unique objects were sampled from this family by assigning random values to its parameters; Figure 1 plots the objects along its parametric values. For further details, refer to the algorithm provided on our lab’s website (www.tlab.princeton.edu/databases), where 3-D object files and 2-D renderings are also made available. The algorithm for family $x$ was written based on a code called Spatial Deform by Michael Pryor (http://www.3d-dreaming.com). These objects were generated using Grasshopper version .9 (http://www.grasshopper3d.com) and then rendered as 2-D images ($800 \times 800$ pixels) using Rhino version 5 (http://www.rhino3d.com).

All rendering qualities were set constant across all images using the default rendering engine in Rhino. The objects appeared neutral gray on a black background. This appearance was achieved using the default settings of the program. The default shader (i.e., the specifications for simulating a material visually) was white in color with 0% gloss, 0% reflectivity, 0% transparency, and 1.0 index of refraction. The shader specified no textures. The emission and ambient color were black. Diffuse lighting was enabled; a directional light was positioned above and slightly to the left of the object emitting parallel rays toward the object.

**Face stimuli**

The face stimuli consisted of 66 images from the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces database (Lundqvist, Flykt, & Öhman, 1998). These images are cropped portraits ($562 \times 762$ pixels) of nonfamous White individuals photographed in front of a gray background with a neutral facial expression.

**Procedure**

Participants sat in a private sound-isolated cubicle with a computer. In a $2 \times 4$ between-subjects design,
participants evaluated either objects or faces with one of four types of impression (approachable, beautiful, dangerous, or likable). For example, one participant would answer the question “How approachable is this object?” throughout their session.

In each trial, a fixation point appeared for 500 ms in the center of the screen. This fixation point was replaced by a randomly selected object or face, the evaluation, and a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 9 (extremely). Participants were encouraged to go with their gut feeling when keying in their impression. There were no time constraints; objects remained visible until an evaluation was made. Afterwards, a black screen appeared for 500 ms. After each image was presented once, constituting a block, participants had an opportunity to take a break. There were 10 blocks in this study and it took approximately 30 min to complete; see Figure 2 for a visualization of this procedure. All stimuli were centered upon a black background and presented at a 20° visual angle using CRT monitors. This procedure was coded using PsychoPy version 1.82 (Peirce, 2007).

**Main analyses**

**Consistency**: Each item was presented 10 times to test how reliable impressions are across time. The impression consistency was determined by calculating an average Pearson’s $r$ correlation coefficient per participant. For example, Participant 1’s impressions from the first block are correlated with the second block, the second block with the third block, and so on, all possible pairings being correlated together. The resulting correlation coefficients were averaged together to generate a single value representing that individual’s impression consistency. We then calculated $t$ tests against zero to assess whether the level of consistency was significantly greater than zero. Significance testing was calculated using Fisher’s $r$ to $z$ transformed scores.

Because participants rated the objects multiple times, it is possible that our measure of impression consistency is driven by the effect of learning the stimuli and recalling a former impression. To assess whether first impressions are truly meaningful and impression consistency is not merely an artifact of learning, we report the correlation between first impressions (in the very first block of stimulus presentation) and every subsequent impression of the same item. Specifically,
not only should impressions among the different blocks be highly correlated, but these correlations should be detectable between the very first two blocks, as well as between the first and the last block. Consensus: Measures of consensus were calculated using a leave-one-out correlation with the mean statistic (e.g., Engell, Haxby, & Todorov, 2007; Germine et al., 2015). First, the averaged impression reflective of one participant is correlated with the averaged impressions representative of all other participants. Repeating this process for each participant generates correlation coefficients representing the similarity of one participant’s impressions with those of the entire sample—the greater the correlation, the greater the level of consensus. We also calculated consensus using another method in which we computed pair-wise correlations among impressions formed by each participant. Since this second method did not allow for certain tests of significance, we report the results of this alternative method and the results of various significant tests afforded by the different methods in the Supplementary Appendix.

Analyzing shapes: To the extent that there is impression consensus, we hypothesized that it would occur in a systematic fashion attributable to the constituent shape parameters. We therefore calculated linear mixed-effects regressions to test the extent to which shape parameters were significantly predictive of impressions. The shape parameters represent the values used to generate an object. For example, 40 points in family x represents 40 distal extensions of mass in 3-D. Not all 40 points would be visible in a 2-D rendering, but since the renderer’s settings are standardized across objects, a proportionate number of points are represented across renderings. These parametric values were then centralized and standardized per family before being submitted to the regression models. The shape parameters were tested as fixed effects and the participant differences were accounted for as a general random effect upon the model’s main intercept. In each model, we focused on the proportion of variance, $R^2$, explained by the fixed factors using the method by Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013). A higher proportion of variance attributable to the fixed effects strengthens our evidence that shapes contribute to nascent impressions of objects.

Note regarding plots

To plot means and standard errors, the statistics were first calculated using the $z$ scores and then transformed back into $r$ coefficients. The purpose of doing this was to illustrate the contrasts between different variables while conveying the relative strength of each correlation. However, outside of these plots, untransformed $r$ coefficients are reported because they are more conservative. Original and transformed values of impression consistency and impression consensus are provided in the Supplementary Appendix.

Results

Consistency

Individuals experienced a similar impression every time they were re-exposed to the same item. We first collapsed the level of consistency across the different types of evaluations and calculated separate $t$ tests against zero for objects and faces. The average impression consistency across 10 blocked exposures was significantly correlated for both objects, $t(99) = 24.11, p < 0.001, d = 2.41, r_M = 0.66$, and faces, $t(87) = 20.13, p < 0.001, d = 2.15, r_M = 0.56$. There were significant differences, however, in the level of impression consistency across conditions; see Figure 3. A between-subjects ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between the type of evaluation and stimuli upon the level of consistency, $F(3, 180) = 7.06, p < 0.001, \eta_p^2 = 0.11, \eta^2 = 0.09$. Impression consistency significantly differed by evaluation type for novel objects, $F(3, 96) = 8.18, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.20$, but not for faces, $F(3, 84) = 1.61, p = 0.19, \eta^2 = 0.05$. Regardless of the differences, significant levels of impression consistency were found in every condition.
Were the first impressions meaningful? As shown in Figure 4, the consistency of later impressions with first impressions remained stable, although in some cases it did decrease. Examining the correlation between first and second impressions, consistency was significant for faces, $t(87) = 20.70, p < 0.001, d = 2.21, r_M = 0.51$, and objects, $t(99) = 25.19, p < 0.001, d = 2.52, r_M = 0.66$. Moreover, the correlation between the first and 10th impressions was also significant for faces, $t(99) = 17.62, p < 0.001, d = 1.88, r_M = 0.49$, and objects, $t(99) = 18.25, p < 0.001, d = 1.83, r_M = 0.63$. These results support our hypothesis that engaging in the evaluation of novel objects is nonarbitrary for an individual insofar as it elicits consistent impressions. Hence, to estimate the reliability of an individual’s impressions, it appears that including just one subsequent repetition is sufficient.

Consensus

Overall, people appeared to share similar impressions. Using $t$ tests against zero, significant impression consensus was present for both objects, $t(99) = 10.48, p < 0.001, d = 1.05, r_M = 0.55$, and faces, $t(87) = 27.46, p < 0.001, d = 2.93, r_M = 0.63$. However, closer inspection revealed large variation in the level of impression consensus; see Figure 5. Impression consensus for novel objects was found for only two types of evaluation: approachable and dangerous. This was not the case for faces; impression consensus was found for all four types of evaluation.

Analyzing the different types of stimuli and evaluations together with ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of the type of stimuli, $F(1, 180) = 12.80, p < 0.001, \eta_p^2 = 0.07, \eta^2 = 0.03$; the type of evaluation, $F(3, 180) = 40.42, p < 0.001, \eta_p^2 = 0.41, \eta^2 = 0.29$; and the interaction between different evaluation types and stimuli, $F(3, 180) = 40.69, p < 0.001, \eta_p^2 = 0.40, \eta^2 = 0.28$. While faces elicited a reliably significant level of impression consensus across the different evaluation types, novel objects elicited highly variable levels of impression consensus.

The highest level of consensus occurred among object impressions of danger, $r_M = 0.94$, and approach, $r_M = 0.85$. The difference between these two types of
evaluation was not significant, $p = 0.66$. Following suit was the magnitude of consensus among the face impressions: beauty, $r_M = 0.68$; approach, $r_M = 0.65$; likability, $r_M = 0.60$; danger, $r_M = 0.58$. These differences were not significantly different from each other, $F(3, 84) = 1.32, p = 0.27, \eta^2_p = 0.04, \eta^2 = 0.04$. The next level of consensus occurred among the likability impressions of objects, $r_M = 0.38$, which was still significantly greater than zero, $t(24) = 2.87, p < 0.01, d = 0.57$. Finally, consensus was not observed for beauty impressions of novel objects, $t(24) = 0.93, p = 0.36, d = 0.19, r_M = 0.03$. Multiple comparisons between conditions are reported in the Supplementary Appendix.

The prior results show that impressions are consistent and can be shared, so we should expect the very first impressions to be shared too. We examined impressions made during the first exposure and found the resulting pattern of significance to be the same; see Figure 5. Using t tests against zero, we found significant consensus for object impressions of danger, $t(24) = 26.53, p < 0.001, d = 5.31, r_M = 0.83$; approach, $t(24) = 7.45, p < 0.001, d = 1.49, r_M = 0.67$; and likability, $t(24) = 2.83, p < 0.01, d = 0.57, r_M = 0.26$. There was also significant consensus for every type of face impression—beauty: $t(18) = 11.39, p < 0.001, d = 2.61, r_M = 0.52$; approach: $t(26) = 14.90, p < 0.001, d = 2.87, r_M = 0.50$; likability: $t(20) = 12.45, p < 0.001, d = 2.72, r_M = 0.48$; danger: $t(20) = 10.00, p < 0.001, d = 2.18, r_M = 0.44$. Again, only the object impressions of beauty were not significantly shared, $t(24) = 1.21, p = 0.24, d = 0.24, r_M = 0.08$.

**Shapes**

With the presence of consensus, it is possible to meaningfully estimate the extent to which shape parameters contribute to shared impressions of novel objects. Using linear mixed-effects regressions, we regressed the impressions of objects upon their shapes for the three evaluations which showed consensus: danger, approach, and likability. Dangerous evaluations of family $x$ yielded the greatest consensus and, consequently, the shape parameters accounted for a high proportion of the variance, $R^2_{\text{fixed}} = 0.66, R^2_{\text{total}} = 0.86$. As points and flux increased in value, objects from family $x$ appeared more dangerous: $\beta_{\text{points}} = 0.41, p_{\text{points}} < 0.001; \beta_{\text{flux}} = 1.60, p_{\text{flux}} < 0.001; \beta_{\text{points:flux}} = 0.29, p_{\text{points:flux}} < 0.001$. Similarly, the shape parameters predicted approach evaluations, $R^2_{\text{fixed}} = 0.54, R^2_{\text{total}} = 0.74$, and likability evaluations, $R^2_{\text{fixed}} = 0.10, R^2_{\text{total}} = 0.18$. Thus, in support of our hypothesis, we observed shapes holding a systematic and isomorphic relationship with impressions of novel objects when there was consensus.

**Discussion**

Our results demonstrate evidence of shapes’ contribution to the nascent impressions people have of novel objects. In the absence of additional information, it appears that first impressions, driven by the shape of a novel object, are lasting impressions. This result is congruent with an observation made by McManus (1980), who observed people evaluating rectangular shapes consistently 2 years later. Another result we observed was that these impressions were sometimes shared across people—that is, impression consensus for novel objects is possible. To the extent that consensus was present across people, their impressions were indeed isomorphic with the underlying parameters that define the shape of each object. What this means is that people are able to share impressions of novel objects, at least in part, because of their shape.

Across our studies, we did observe a few participants with low levels of impression consistency. Low consistency could be interpreted to mean that the task of evaluating novel objects is not meaningfully engaging, or that participants were not paying proper attention in the experiment. Because one of the aims of this study was to assess the extent to which evaluating novel objects constitutes meaningful behavior, no participants were excluded—even if they demonstrated low levels of impression consistency. Our estimates are therefore conservative. The results of our study suggest that people generally find the task of evaluating novel objects to be meaningfully engaging.

We found that people generally agreed on which novel objects were more or less dangerous, but not which were more or less beautiful. This pattern is somewhat congruent with prior literature examining abstract novel objects, wherein consensus occurred among approach/avoid behavior (Duckworth et al., 2002) but not among preferences (Vessel & Rubin, 2010). However, interaction effects of objects and evaluations have been observed before. For example, different rectangular proportions are preferred depending on the type of evaluation solicited (Heckert, Peper, & van Wieringen, 1994; Russell, 2000). It is therefore possible that certain types of shapes have more relevance for certain types of evaluations.

The novel objects we tested were all generated from a single shape family, family $x$. The underlying procedural generation algorithm describing family $x$ was designed only with the intention of generating objects not resembling anything in particular—including standard geometric shapes or geons (Biederman, 1987). A posteriori we learned that family $x$ bears similitude to the radial frequency (RF) algorithm used to investigate the bouba–kiki (formerly maluma–takete; Holland & Wertheimer, 1964) phenomenon (Chen et al., 2016). The gist of this phenomenon is that there exists...
consensus from some objects generated from RF matching the sound “bouba” and others matching the sound “küki.” In the RF formulation, three shape parameters (amplitude, frequency, spikiness) distort a 2-D outline of a circle. RF frequency has effects comparable to family x’s points—it varies the number of distal extensions. RF amplitude and spikiness together result in effects comparable to family x’s flux. Between the two shape families, there are two major differences: RF features radial symmetry, while family x does not, because its distally extending points are positioned randomly; and RF generates 2-D line drawings, while family x generates 3-D volumes.

The design of the RF algorithm was inspired by prior research (i.e., Gallant, Braun, & Van Essen, 1993; Gallant, Connor, Rakshit, Lewis, & Van Essen, 1996) demonstrating neuronal tuning in V4 to parametrically manipulated polar, hyperbolic, and Cartesian gratings (Wilkinson et al., 1998). Considering the similarity of family x to RF and its precursor (i.e., polar, hyperbolic, and Cartesian gratings), it could be inferred that the reliability of impressions elicited by the objects generated from family x can be explained by the same neural mechanisms—namely, consensus regarding which objects from family x seem more or less dangerous, approachable, beautiful, or likable could rely on neuronal tuning at V4.

Nevertheless, it is possible that the underlying shape parameters of family x represent a particular set of shapes that exert unique effects upon impressions. Since the primary aim of this article is to document the reliability of a general effect that shapes may have on impressions, it was therefore necessary to examine more types of shapes. Through comparing a larger number of shape families, it is also possible to examine the extent to which impressions of novel objects are shared for only specific evaluative terms (e.g., dangerous) and always idiosyncratic for others (e.g., beauty). Study 1 provided initial evidence of shape effects on impressions. In the subsequent study, we employed a greater diversity of shapes to test whether consensus forms for other types of shapes and whether the level of consensus would vary by shape family for the same type of evaluation.

**Study 2**

**Introduction**

In this study, we sought to explicate shape effects upon nascent impressions by including two additional shape families: family y and family z. We focused on two evaluations, dangerous and beautiful, because they represented the highest and lowest level of consensus observed in Study 1. We hypothesized that consensus would form for other types of shapes and that it would result from an interaction between the type of shape and the type of evaluation solicited. Such a finding would further substantiate the claim that shapes contribute to impressions of novel objects by demonstrating that systematic shape effects are not solely specific to certain types of evaluations, nor are they unique to family x.

Additionally, we ran a separate online survey to check the ease, familiarity, and novelty of our task and its stimuli—three presumptions we made in Study 1. The ease with which an object can be perceived and associated with semantics relates to its perceptual and conceptual fluency (Reber, Schwarz, & Winkielman, 2004). Objects which are processed more fluently are evaluated more positively (Reber et al., 2004). Therefore, we checked the baseline fluency of each shape family using an online survey to determine how the perceived ease or difficulty of an evaluation relates to impressions. We also checked the perceived familiarity of our shape families, because fluency can also relate to how familiar something seems (Whittlesea, 1993). Finally, we asked people about the associations which came to their minds, in order to check the baseline novelty of each shape family.

The design of Study 2 is similar to that of Study 1, except that we reduced the number of repeated exposures to two, since consistency and consensus emerged in the first two blocks of evaluation in Study 1. This alteration allows us to accommodate a larger set of novel objects without increasing the length of the study.

Study 2 was also designed to confirm the results of Study 1 in two ways. First, the initial two blocks of both studies were the same. Second, we took a portion of the objects from family x and rerendered them using different settings to test whether impressions are consistent despite changes in low-level visual qualities between the different renderings of the same object. Finally, we included a question at the end of the experiment gauging how likely participants believed it to be that others would agree with their own impressions. This final question was included to test whether people’s intuitions about the similarity of their impressions to others’ are accurate.

**Method**

**Participants**

Using the same sampling methods as in Study 1, 47 volunteers were recruited for Study 2. None of the participants had seen any of the objects before. Nine participants were excluded from the analyses because their evaluative ratings lacked variance across entire shape families. In the final analyses, 20 participants
made beauty evaluations and 18 made danger evaluations.

Stimuli

One hundred twenty-six different objects were sampled from family x, family y, and family z. Figure 6 depicts a sampling of objects. As in Study 1, each shape family was designed so as not to appear like anything in particular. Both family x and family z differ on two parameters: points and flux. The difference between family x and family z is in how the distal points are expressed. In family x, surfaces are produced which push points distally, while in family z, surfaces are produced which pull points proximally. There are four parameters incorporated in family y: points, flux, length, and radius. Points dictates the number of theoretically distal points. Flux, in this case, shifts the points slightly. Length dictates the magnitude by which the points are projected relative to its volume. Radius dictates the size of a cylindrical edge formed at each distal point.

One hundred fifty-six images were used in this study: 96 images of 66 objects sampled from family x and 30 images of 30 objects sampled from both family y and family z. The reason for the greater number of images than objects from family x is because we rerendered the objects. The purpose of doing that was to check whether the impressions were attributable to perceptual properties of the 2-D renderings rather than the morphological properties of the 3-D objects. Figure 7 exemplifies the differences between the renderings.

The new renderings in this study were created using V-Ray (version 2; www.chaosgroup.com). Rhino’s rendering engine, used in Study 1, does not share the specific bidirectional reflection distribution function of the default rendering engine. This function describes the ratio of a surface’s radiance, captured by a renderer’s camera, to the surface’s irradiance brought on by a renderer’s light source (Bartell, Dereniak, & Wolfe, 1981). Due to the lack of technical specification, we moved to using V-Ray. V-Ray also simulates more physically correct illumination of 3-D surfaces than the renderer used in Study 1. The diffuse color of the shader was gray (R = 190, G = 190, B = 190). Similar to the previous settings, the refraction and reflection were set to off, and the index of refraction was 1.0. The bidirectional reflection distribution function can be specified using V-Ray, and was left using the default settings (type = Blinn, anisotropy = 0, rotation = 0, soften = 0, fix dark glossy edges = on, derivation = UVW). The rendering camera in V-Ray can also be specified: F-number = 8.0, ISO = 400; distortion = 0, type = still camera, shutter speed = 200, zoom factor = 1.0, lens shift = 0, vignetting = 0, exposure = on. The indirect illumination settings were left at their defaults; this included the primary light bounces being calculated using an irradiance map (min rate = -3, max rate = -2, color threshold = 0.4, normal threshold = 0.3, distance threshold = 0.1, hemispheric subsdivs = 50, interpolation samples = 20, interpolation frame = 2, interpolation type = least squares fit, sample look up = density-based, calc. pass interpolation samples = 15, multipass = on, randomized samples = on, check sample visibility = off) and the secondary light bounces being calculated using a brute-force method (subdivs = 8, bounces = 3). Options for calculating caustics were unnecessary and therefore set to off. The default illumination was used, which includes a skylight that provides indirect illumination.
illuminated for the 3-D models; it was set with a multiplying value of 2 to increase its brightness. These new renderings were 1,000$x^3$1,000 pixels and presented at a 15° visual angle. The 2-D renderings of the objects appeared neutral gray and were presented on a black background.

**Procedure**

A random object from a shape family was presented for evaluation. Participants were asked either “How beautiful is this object?” or “How dangerous is this object?” Again, each participant engaged in only one type of evaluation during their session. The first two blocks replicated the previous study using the original stimuli. Thereafter, the new renderings were tested. Each of the three shape families was presented in a counterbalanced order, repeating only once more after each family was seen; see Figure 8.

At the end of this experiment, participants were asked, “To what extent do you think others would agree with your evaluations?” They responded by keying a number on a scale from 1 (completely disagree) to 5 (neither agree nor disagree) to 9 (completely agree).

**Main analyses**

The primary focus of Study 2 was to test a more diverse set of objects. We again calculated consistency and consensus statistics based on Pearson’s $r$ correlation coefficients. We use Fisher’s $r$ to $z$ transformations to calculate standard errors and test for significance. Plots incorporate $r$ values transformed back from $z$ scores to display the means with standard error bars, but otherwise the untransformed $r$ values are reported. Finally, linear mixed-effects models were again calculated to verify whether the shape parameters systematically predicted impressions. For more specific details regarding these calculations, refer to the Method section of Study 1.
Manipulation checks

Replicating Study 1: Study 2’s experimental design replicates part of Study 1. The original stimuli were presented in the first two blocks. Beauty and dangerous evaluations were examined again. Based on the results of Study 1, we expected there to be significant impression consistency for both evaluation types; however, only dangerous evaluations would result in significant consensus.

2-D images versus 3-D objects: Other variables aside from 3-D shapes (e.g., image composition, surface reflectance, memory for the stimuli) could explain the reliable impressions. To rule out these possibilities, 30 of the 66 objects from family x were rerendered with a different size and surface quality (e.g., illumination, reflectance, shader) and at a different angle. If impressions remained consistent despite the visual differences between renderings, participants were likely responding to the morphological 3-D properties rather than to specific qualities found within each of the 2-D images. For each participant, we calculated the Pearson’s r correlation between their average impressions of both renderings. We report the average correlation, representing our measure of consistency across renders, across all the participants.

Checking ease, familiarity, and novelty: Three presumptions from Study 1 were checked using an online survey: Evaluating novel objects seems reasonable and not too difficult; the objects were novel insofar as they did not seem significantly familiar or unfamiliar to people; and the objects are novel insofar as different people have different associations which come to mind. Using Amazon Mechanical Turk, 60 participants were surveyed online. However, data from only 57 participants were used in the final analyses, because three participants saw the stimuli in another online experiment or had incomplete data. The stimuli consisted of the same new renderings used in Study 2. For each shape family, every object used in Study 2 was presented together in a 5 × 6 grid on a black background (see Figure 9). The placement of the objects was randomized across participants.
There were two evaluation conditions tested between participants. One half of the participants were asked “How easily could you evaluate the beauty of these objects?,” and the other half were asked “How easily could you evaluate the danger of these objects?” Responses could range from 1 (extremely difficult) to 9 (extremely easily). Then the shape families were presented again, but this time with the question “How familiar do these objects seem to you?” Responses could range from 1 (not at all familiar) to 9 (extremely familiar). Finally, each shape family was presented a third time and participants were asked to list in order the first five associative words which came to mind. Each shape family remained visible until a response was recorded.

**Results**

**Manipulation checks**

**Replicating Study 1:** Confirming our findings from Study 1, consistency and consensus from beauty evaluations and danger evaluations did not meaningfully change; Table 1 lists the average Pearson’s r correlation coefficient representing consistency and consensus is reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Consistency (r&lt;sub&gt;M&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
<th>Consensus (r&lt;sub&gt;M&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Replication of beauty and danger evaluations of novel objects. Notes: The average Pearson’s r correlation coefficient representing consistency and consensus is reported.

2-D images versus 3-D objects: Despite changes between the two different renderings of the same 3-D objects, people formed consistent impressions. Correlating impressions of the old renderings with impressions of the new renderings, the level of consistency was significant for both beauty evaluations, t(19) = 7.76, p < 0.001, d = 1.74, r<sub>M</sub> = 0.55, and danger evaluations, t(17) = 15.10, p < 0.001, d = 3.56, r<sub>M</sub> = 0.85. These results suggest that the impressions our participants reported were likely in response to the differences in shapes across the 3-D objects rather than to specific qualities of the 2-D images.

**Ease:** We first checked the baseline fluency of each condition by asking people to report the ease or difficulty of evaluating a shape family. We calculated planned comparisons for each shape family and evaluation type using t tests against the midpoint. Danger evaluations of family x were thought to be significantly easy, t(28) = 5.07, p < 0.001, M = 6.55, d = 0.94. Meanwhile, all other conditions were thought to be neither significantly easy nor difficult. The possible implications for the danger evaluations of family x are explored further in the Discussion section later.

**Familiarity:** A second check for imbalanced fluency was to measure the perceived familiarity of each shape family. We ran separate analyses to capture the potential priming effects of mentioning beauty or danger in the prior question posed to the participants. We again calculated planned comparisons using <i>t</i> tests against the midpoint. Participants in the danger condition found family x to be significantly familiar, t(28) = 2.36, p = 0.03, M = 5.66, d = 0.44. However, all other conditions were not significant. Thus, each shape family was again relatively similar in terms of fluency. This time, the one exception was those evaluating the danger of family z; the possible implications are also explored in the Discussion section later.

**Novelty:** Finally, we checked whether the different shape families indeed elicited diverse associations. Across our sample of 57 participants, we recorded 406 unique words in association with the three shape families. The most diverse associations were noted for family y, which elicited 187 different words. This was followed by family x, eliciting 170 words, and then family z, eliciting 151 different words. These numbers do not add up to 406 because a small subset of words were associated with all three shape families. Our presumption was confirmed—the objects are novel insofar as they elicit diverse associations across people. In fact, none of the shape families elicited the same association across all participants; see Table 2 for a list of the most frequently associated words.

**Main analyses**

**Consistency:** We again observed individuals experiencing their impressions consistently. Collapsing across the different types of evaluations and shape families, a <i>t</i> test against zero showed that the level of impression consistency was significant, t(37) = 21.07, p < 0.001, d = 3.42, r<sub>M</sub> = 0.80. The level of consistency did not significantly differ between beauty evaluations and danger evaluations, F(1, 36) = 3.10, p = 0.087.
impression consensus was lower, but nonetheless significant for both danger, *t* (17) = 2.95, *p* = 0.009, *d* = 0.70, *r* _M_ = 0.31, and beauty, *t* (19) = 4.35, *p* < 0.001, *d* = 0.97, *r* _M_ = 0.42. These results therefore show that other types of shapes, beyond those represented in family _x_, can therefore elicit shared impressions, and that the level of consensus varies across different types of evaluations and shapes.

**Shapes:** This study included a greater variety of shapes than Study 1 to further test whether differences among impressions and shape parameters are isomorphic to the extent that impression consensus emerges. Following Study 1, we computed a regression model for each shape family and each evaluation which resulted in significantly shared impressions. The greatest consensus occurred among danger impressions of family _x_ and therefore, as predicted, the fixed effects (i.e., shape parameters) explained a large proportion of the variance, *R* _\text{fixed}^2_ = 0.53, *R* _\text{total}^2_ = 0.80. The trend between the level of consensus and the variance explained by the fixed effects continued with the impressions of beauty from family _y_, *R* _\text{fixed}^2_ = 0.23, *R* _\text{total}^2_ = 0.61; danger from family _y_, *R* _\text{fixed}^2_ = 0.15, *R* _\text{total}^2_ = 0.61; danger from family _z_, *R* _\text{fixed}^2_ = 0.10, *R* _\text{total}^2_ = 0.50; and beauty from family _z_, *R* _\text{fixed}^2_ = 0.09, *R* _\text{total}^2_ = 0.68. Thus, the effects shapes have on impressions of novel objects are readily apparent when the impressions are shared.

**Intuitions about consensus:** Upon finishing the experiment, we asked participants to assess the extent to which others would have similar impressions of novel objects. On average, participants believed they would share similar impressions with others, *M* = 6.16 (on a
scale from 1 to 9). There was no significant difference between the different types of evaluations, $F(1, 36) = 0.90$, $p = 0.35$. Furthermore, for all conditions (i.e., evaluation type and shape family), there was no significant relationship between a participant’s belief that their impressions were similar to others’ and actually having similar impressions to others. We tested this by regressing the extent for which each participant contributed to consensus (i.e., correlation with the mean impressions of other participants) upon their intuition for consensus; see Figure 11 for a plot of these linear regressions. While evaluating how beautiful or dangerous something is, participants were inclined to believe that others would provide similar evaluations to their own. However, these intuitions were not accurate. That is, although we observed general consensus, participants overestimated the similarity their own impressions would have with those from others.

**Discussion**

Impression consensus for novel objects depends upon an interaction between the type of evaluation being solicited and type of shapes being observed. Although in Study 1 we observed impressions of danger to be highly similar across people, Study 2 showed that the extent to which these impressions are shared depends on the types of shapes being evaluated. Furthermore, the claim that some impressions (e.g., dangerous) are always less subjective than others (e.g., beautiful) is evidently falsifiable. Contrarily, we observed similar levels of consensus among beauty impressions and danger impressions with some shape families. A more appropriate claim would be that different impressions vary in consensus depending upon the types of shapes being viewed.

Not only did the average level of impression consensus vary across conditions, but the standard error around the mean was also highly variable (see Figure 10). For example, danger evaluations of *family x* results in not only a higher level of impression consensus than danger evaluations of *family z* but also a smaller range of standard error. Because of the way in which impression consensus is calculated, the variability in standard error is attributable to participants reporting impressions that are in more or less accordance with the average (i.e., normative) impressions. It is possible that this method of calculating impression consensus using the correlation with the mean inflates the consensus relative to the pair-wise correlation method. For example, consensus among danger evaluations of *family z* results in a much weaker correlation using the pair-wise method, $r = 0.11$, than correlation with the mean, $r = 0.31$. We focused on the latter method because it allows for tests of significance. However, regardless of the method, the primary inference made in Study 2 remains intact: The levels of consensus are not solely dependent upon the type of evaluation, such as danger, but rather vary across different types of evaluations and shapes.

Among impressions of dangerousness, we observed the most consensus with *family x* and the least with *family z*. It is possible that this is related to the different baseline levels of perceptual fluency across these conditions. Recall the results of our manipulation checks: Danger evaluations of *family x* were found to be significantly easy, while *family z*, if primed by the word “danger,” was found to be significantly familiar. Taken together, this could mean that the ease of evaluating the dangerousness of *family x* is related to...
why people are likely to share impressions, while the perceived familiarity of family $z$ is related to why people are not likely to share impressions. Nonetheless, what is important to note here is that there was variation in consensus across beauty evaluations of different shape families although they were balanced in terms of baseline perceived fluency. Therefore, our results show that perceived fluency alone cannot supplant our hypothesis that shapes contribute to shared impressions.

By testing impressions across multiple renderings of the same object, we further demonstrated the importance of shapes in the evaluation of novel objects. Initial impressions were unperturbed by changes in 2-D rendering qualities—for example, image size, surface shader, and viewing angle. The permanence of shape’s effect upon impressions may be supported by neurons selectively tuned to 3-D shapes over 2-D qualities (Yamane et al., 2008). It is plausible that shapes take precedence over other perceptual qualities in evaluating novel objects. Infants as young as 4.5 months have been found to individuate objects using their shape, months before the ability to individuate objects based on their patterns or colors is demonstrated (Wilcox, 1999). And it has been shown that infants as young as 6 months are already equipped with a region of their brain selectively activated to changes in shape (Emberson, Crosswhite, Richards, & Aslin, 2017).

At the end of the experiment, we assessed participants’ general intuitions about the degree to which others share their impressions. Participants on average expected to share similar evaluations with others. However, they overestimated the similarity of their own impressions to the impressions of others. Therefore, the expectation of sharing similar evaluations of novel objects with others constitutes a specific instance of the false-consensus effect—that is, participants overestimate the degree of similarity between themselves and others (Marks & Miller, 1987).

**General discussion**

In Study 1, we examined four types of evaluation (approachable, beautiful, dangerous, likable) and two types of stimuli (novel objects, faces). People proved to have consistent impressions across all types of evaluations and stimuli. Impression consensus, however, was not equally reliable between both types of stimuli. Faces always resulted in a reliably significant level of consensus, whereas novel objects resulted in varying levels of consensus, with only some types of impressions (dangerous and approachable) being evidently shared. Regardless, we observed evidence in support of our main hypothesis—that the shape parameters would be isomorphic with shared impressions when there is impression consensus. In Study 2, we replicated the core findings of Study 1 while also testing a more diverse set of novel objects to show that impression consensus is not solely driven by specific types of shapes, such as family $x$, nor by a specific type of evaluation, such as dangerousness. The results suggest that shared impressions could occur for any novel object, depending upon its shape and the evaluation being solicited.

The question of why consensus is found only among specific combinations of shapes and evaluations remains an open one. Based on prior literature, there are many possible explanations. Here we offer three in no particular order: (i) Certain shapes have certain affordances, and impression consensus occurs when they assess a relevant affordance (for an overview of affordances, see Chemero, 2003). (ii) Some shape families, despite being abstract, bring to mind commonly shared semantic associations, and therefore certain types of evaluations will lead to consensus (e.g., Vessel & Rubin, 2010). However, in Study 2 we showed that people have different associations that come to mind for the present set of objects. Although this could serve as contradictory evidence, semantics could still offer an explanation if the diversity of associative words we recorded actually solicits the same semantic network. (iii) Based on the notion of micro-valence (generally defined as a “subtle affective valence” by Lebrecht, Bar, Barrett, & Tarr, 2012), each shape parameter and evaluative term (e.g., dangerous, beautiful) may be, to varying degrees, positive or negative (i.e., micro-valence). From this perspective, impression consensus may be explained by the likelihood of a similar mapping of valence for the evaluative term and shape parameters. This explanation, along with the others, may be tested in future research by leveraging procedural generation. For example, shape families could be designed to manipulate affordances, semantics, and valence. Studying such explanations could lead to an understanding of how all shapes may relate to one another and how impressions of novel objects may be codified.

The results of our studies follow what has long been evidenced in more applied realms of psychological research. In examining which shapes should symbolize aircraft in the military, rounded figures were more likely to be perceived, easily learned, and accurately recalled as friendly entities (Provins, Stockbridge, Forrest, & Anderson, 1957). Specific interactions between fonts and English words result in faster identification of meaning (Lewis & Walker, 1989). Trees and schematics similar in shape are evaluated similarly (Summit & Sommer, 1999). Curvilinear, over rectilinear, architecture is more likely to be evaluated as being beautiful (Vartanian et al., 2013). Products
advertising with a curvilinear rather than a rectangular logo are expected to be more comfortable (Jiang, Gorn, Galli, & Chattopadhyay, 2015). Our studies contribute to this literature by demonstrating the reliability of shape’s effects through the manipulation of the most complex, yet controlled, novel objects to date.

**Exploratory principal-components analysis**

What does it mean when impression consensus is not found? We reported that there was no general consensus regarding the beauty of family x. Using exploratory principal-components analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation on the level of participants, we were able to test the extent to which beauty impressions were idiosyncratic. If completely idiosyncratic, then there should be an equivalent number of principal components as there were participants entered into the analysis. The results showed four components reliably emerging with an eigenvalue over 1. These four factors explained 87% of the total variance in Study 1 and 78% in Study 2. Applying a k-means clustering analysis, we found a high level of consensus among two clusters of participants within both Study 1 and Study 2. In other words, even if general consensus was not found, impressions were not completely idiosyncratic. Instead, there exist subgroups sharing similar evaluations. Of the total variance explained by these four-factor PCA models with two clusters, 54.7% of the variance can be explained by the shape parameters in Study 1 and 49.7% in Study 2. It remains unknown what causes people to evaluate objects in more or less similar ways. The results of this exploratory PCA demonstrate the possibility of studying mediating factors (e.g., social, contextual, situational, personality, prior experiences) whenever general consensus is not found.

**Individualized models**

Another way to examine shape’s effect when consensus is absent is to analyze the impressions at the level of every individual. We therefore calculated individualized linear models—every participant’s average impression was regressed on the scaled values of the shape parameters. From each model, we extracted the beta coefficients to plot against the level of consistency exhibited by the same individual represented by the model. The resulting plots confirm the relevance of shape parameters even in the absence of impression consensus (see Figure 12).

A relationship can be observed in Figure 12 between an individual’s consistency and the extent to which shape parameters were significantly predictive of their impressions. Individualized regression models where none of the shape parameters were significantly predictive of impressions tended to be models of impressions with poor consistency. A prime example occurred in Study 1, where one participant’s impressions of likability of family x were not predicted by the shape parameters and also were not consistent ($r_M = 0.00$) across re-evaluations.

Another relationship observable in Figure 12 is the pattern for the shape parameters. For example, the pattern in which impressions map to shape parameters appears regular across participants for danger evaluations of family y. Recalling the results of Study 2, these two conditions also represented the highest and lowest levels of impression consensus. Taken together, Figure 12 provides a qualitative look at how shape parameters work when consensus is present and when it is absent. Among beauty evaluations of family y, points mapped positively to beauty for some people but negatively for others. These results are congruent with the exploratory PCA results in that there appear to be clusters of participants sharing similar mappings between shape parameters and impression. Thus, even if a participant does not share the same impression of a novel object with most other participants, they may still share their impression with some others because of the shape of the objects.

**Conclusion**

How do people begin to form impressions of objects? We hypothesized that the shape of objects contributes to initial impressions. The results of these studies demonstrate that the impressions individuals have of objects they have not seen before, while not clearly identifiable, are meaningful insofar as they have them consistently. In other words, a person does not need to know what something is to have particular feelings or cognitions about it. We show that one contributing factor to these impressions of novel objects is their shape.

This article also contributes to the current literature by introducing the procedural-generation method of stimulus creation to psychological research. To our knowledge, the stimuli presented here represent the most complex parametrized abstract novel objects examined in psychological research. What is meant by “complex” is that the underlying shape parameters vary in more dimensions than has previously been accomplished. Procedural generation provides exciting opportunities for future research attempting to elucidate the way complex visual stimuli are perceived and evaluated by people. Additionally, the process we implement—assessing consistency, consensus, and
Figure 12. Impression consistency and shapes predictive of impressions. Every individual's impressions were regressed on the shape parameters. Plotted are the beta coefficients (y-axis) against an individual's consistency (x-axis). The beta coefficients describe how participants are individually affected by each shape parameter, and their interactions, when forming their impression. If at least one
modeling impressions using the parametric values underlying each stimulus’s shape—may serve as a framework for studying the meaningful metrics by which shapes alter impressions of novel objects. For example, there is something about family x’s shape parameters that reliably elicits shared impressions of dangerousness across people. There are numerous possible explanations, such as how pointy the objects look, the ratio between surface area and volume, the average acceleration of the object’s surface, and the acceleration of the contour formed by the two-dimensional silhouette of the object. The approach we outline here could be used to rigorously test more specific hypotheses such as these while helping to build an enriched understanding of how people evaluate their visual environments.
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